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ltech R4-5A CV Zone
Receiving controller to

match Wifi-104 WIFI
controller Lighting Control
System,2.4G DC5-24V MAX

20A

$49.95
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Short Description

WiFi-104 is a versatile office/home lighting control system. Through WiFi function build-in mobile devices
could control various types of LED lighting products after installing related software on our ios or Android
phones, tablet PCs and other mobile devices. It makes the led lighting control more intelligence, networking
and humanization.

Description

WiFi-104 is a versatile office/home lighting control system. Through WiFi function build-in mobile devices
could control various types of LED lighting products after installing related software on our ios or Android
phones, tablet PCs and other mobile devices. It makes the led lighting control more intelligence, networking
and humanization.

 WiFi-104 lighting control system integrated with four functional controls including dimming, color
temperature adjusting, RGB and RGBW, which could be set as single color, color temperature(nature
white+warm white and nature white+warm white+cool white), RGB and RGBW five types. It can simply control
various of led lightings which has installed on WiFi software. Meanwhile, it supports max 12 zones control.
We could do for you what you think!

WiFi - 104 control system supports direct or through a router two network connection mode:

 As a direct way, mobile phone, pad can directly control the WiFi - 104 controller + R4-5A or R4-CC a wireless
control, without any third party of network equipment ;

 Through a router connection, in addition to reach all the functions of direct connection, and will not affect
the normal Internet access router at the same time, a more important role is to support the software
interface to switch muti-control systems, control independent of each other systems more convenient , for
example, there are two sets of systems, can support 24 areas.

 In addition, you can DIY the lighting on software according to your habits. You can DIY any color, any
changing you like. It will let yourself relish in your sense of accomplishment for your special life colour.

You can also use our 2.4G RF remote M12 if there is no software, more options for you.

 

Specifications

Item Type: RGB Controler
Button Number: 0
Applicable Lights: 0
Warranty: 3 YEAR
Max. Load Power: 480
Wattage: 240
Remote Distance: 30m
Certification: CE,FCC,RoHS
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Color: White
Voltage: 5-24V
Material: ABS
Power Source: DC
Connection Mode: 2.4G
Model Number: R4-5A
Oscillation frequency: 2.4G
Controled Method: 0

Additional Information

Brand PPCS

SKU PPCS-RBG-R4-5A

Weight 0.2750

Color White

Light Accy Type Hardware


